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BR.IT/SI-I J:/£LD POST OFFICES
JN TR.ANSCAUCASIA

1919-20

During the &'ummer of 1918, after the gradua1 di~in~ogration of the Imperial
Russian. Forces, the Turks invaded the Caucasus from the West, pressing through Armenia,
At Baku, a small British Force under the command
and reaching Baku in September.
of Major-General L.C.Dunsterville endeavoured to stop the advance, but after resistance
and difficulties graphically deocribed in Dunsterville's book (ref.l) they were
obliged to withdraw from the town on 15th. September and return by ship across the
caspian Sea to No~th Persia.
In the October following the conclusion of the Armistice
with Turkey, Ma..ior-General Sir W.B.Thomsonwas ordered by the British Command in
Mesopotamia to re-occupy Baku, which he did with the 39th. Infantry Brigade, on 17th.
November 1918.
Petrovsk (in Daghestan) was also occupied by British Forces on 13th.
January 1919, and further small detachments nf the Brigade also occupied for a time
places in Transcaspia.
On the western shores of the Caucasus, the 27th. Division of the British Army
arrived at Batum on 18th.December 1918 under the command of Major-General Sir G.T.
Forestier-Walker from Macedonia via Constantinople.
The leading troops advanced tq
Tiflis on 24th. December 1918 by the railway and linked up with the British Forces at
Baku.
General Forestier-Walker assurned control of Georgia, Armenia, and Batum District.

According to General ~ir George Milne (ref.2) the policy of the British Command
in the Caucasus wes (a) To enforce the terms of the Armistice with Turkey, (b) to secure
the line of communication between Baku and Batum and to open the oil pipe line between
those places, and (c) to maintain law and order in Transcaucasiu.
Eight months later - between 15th. August 1919 and 9th. September 1919 British troops wore evacuated from Georgia, ~rmenia, and Azerbaijan, with the exception
of Batum district, which remained under British Military Control until 7th.July 1920,
when tha town and surrounding area was handed over to the Georgian Government.
On the
8th. and 9th. July, the trnnsports left Batum harbour, and the British Occupation of the
Caucasus came to an end.
THE BRITISH JOUID·1AL OF RUSSI.AN PHILATELY, NO. 27.
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The troops were stationed in many different parts of Transcnucasia during the
period, but even so, it seems fairly certain that the Field Post Offices mentioned in
this article wore stationed only at the thr8u largest towns of Bo.tum, Tiflic 1::nci Baku.
There is a record o~ a summer camp at Gori in 1919, but it is perhaps better (in the
absence of any evidence to.the contrary) to ussumt that the Post Offices functioned for
the whole period at the three major towns which have been mentiom-.'<i.
.
The regular
arra.ngement .for ·troops stationed elsewhere thpn at these centres seems to have been for
them to forward mail by courier to the nearest F.P.O. for further transmission.
As an
example I cite a cover in my collection, written by a British Officer from Kars, Armenia,
but it nevertheless bears the regular D27 F.P.O. datestainp of Divisional Headquarters,
Tiflis.
Sir Gemrge Milne's report (ref.2) mentions the General Strike that occurred at
Batum in early April 1919 in opposition to the Military Governor, which resulted in the
Post and Telegraph Dept. - together with most other public offices and institutions being taken over by British knrry Officers, assisted by a number of local surbordinntes.
The report colID!lents on the fact that the Post and Telegraph Dept. met with considerable

difficulties owing to the uncompromising attitude of the Georgian officinls.
How far
the Ci vilien Postal Service and the British Field Post Office in Batum coi:::.aborated
together is difficult to say, but as some of the F.P.O. cancellations have been noted
used as transit markings on civilian mail and have also been se6n cancelling Batura
postage stillilps, there is a likliehood that both functioned in the same building.
Covers bearing F.P.O. cancellations from Tra.nscaucasia are scarce, for several
reasons.
In the first place, it was not the general practice of philatelists to retain
such uninteresting items at that time, and doubtless most covers were destroyed by the
recipents.
Secondiy, the number of British troops engaged in the Caucasus was relatively
small, and although the '27th. Division' undertook the Occupation, as a portion of the
'J.irmy of the Black Sea', demobilisation was taking pluco and the complement of each
Battalion visibly shrank with every draft home.
In addition, a substantial part of the
British Force was comprised of Indian troops, and it may be presumed that the volume of
mail despatched by them would be less than in the cuse of the United Kingdom troops.
Covers are more frequt::Jntly seen bearing som0 of thes0 some cancellations but with dates
prior to December 1918.
These were sent by menbers of the 27th. Division when it was
a part of the Salonica Force, and ere therefore.of little interest to collectors
specially concerned with Transcaucasian Postal History.
A detachment of the Royal itir Force (a flight of No.17 Squadron) was stationed
et both Batum and Tiflis airfields, but it is established that the personnel used the
regular Army Post Offices mentioned in thms article, and no differing post~l markings
were in use.

Mail from the Forces in Transcaucasia during 1919 and 1920 was still subject
to Censorship by Battalion Officers and in addition to the appropriate F.P.O. datestamp,
covers usually bear a censor marking in the shape of a truncated oblong, showing a crown
tmd the words 'Passed by Censor No.
• As was usual, the officer applying the
Parking was required to sign his name and rank at the bottom left of the envelope.
From the following check lists, it will be apparent that although our knowledge
is moderately good as regards the F.P.0.'s at Batu..~ and Tiflis, material from Bclru vhether of the first or second occupation - is conspicuous by its absence.
If, therefore,
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any readers can help us to add to our information, it would be most gratefully appreciated.

CHECK LIST

J ~ i Occupied 18th. December 1918 until 7th. July 1920)
(80th.Inf.Bde.27th.Divn.)

LP.0.80.

(See Fig.l above)

.t-..P.o.sx
~

22.

(See Fig.2 above)

E~liest date recorded 7.1.19 with further
dates during January and February, the
latest date recorded being 17.3.19.
Letter 'A' plug seems to have been in
constant use until March, when letter 'X'
is recorded.
(Covers in L.F.Mead and
P.T.Ashford collections).
Earliest date recorded: 26.4.19; latest
date recorded: 28.5.19.
Recorded with

HE BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAW PHILATELY, NO. 27.
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both 'A' and 'X' plug above the date.
(Covers in L.F.Mead and P.T.Ashford collns.)

A.P.O.Yl.

(See Fig.3 on prev. page)

3.5. 20.

Noted on a cover offe1·ed by
i3 hanahan' s Auctions, Dublin, on 1.2.58.

Showed 4 x ld. United Kingdom stamps
together with A.P.O.Rer·stration label and
also a seal (see below of 'British Consulate,
Batoum'.
5.5.20.
Noted as a transit mark on cover
from Zangezur (Armenia) to Belgium, illustrated
in the article on the Zangezur Provisionals by
S.D.Tchilinghirian, reproduced in Gibbons'
Stamp Monthly (June 1956).
16.5.20.
A pair of Batum stamps (1st. Brit.
Occupation 'Tree Type' issue) cancelled by
APO Yl and noted in the Buchanan collection.
No doubt an unauthorised cancellation in
this case.

A.P.O.Y3.

(See Fig.4)

7.6.20.
Cover to Frank Richards, Bournemouth
England. (ex-Buchanan colln.) showing stamps
of the lst.British Occupat_ion issue crncelled
APO Y3.
Cover undoubtedly sent by A.C.W.
Richards, a cadet on H.M.Tr:msport 'Rio
Negro' which was in Batum Harbour at that
date.
28.6.20.
Recorded by the late Col.G.R.Crouch
in an article in 'The Philatelic Adviser'
(ref.3).
29.11.20.
Recorded cancelling lR.Georgia on
piece in Dr.L.Snegireff colln. (reported by
Dr.G.B.Salisbury).
Clearly this postmark
was not applied on this date by the British
Forces, as they left Batum on 7.7.20, but
there are good grounds for believing that the
A.P.O. was situated actually within the Batum
Post Office, thus allowing for the cancellation
of Batum s±amps by A.P.O. datestamps (see two
examples above).
If this was the case, then
it is possible that this and other datestamps
may have been left behind by the British
Forces, to be used haphazardly by Georgian
P.O. officials some months later.
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F.P.0.406.

(See Fig.5)

Recorded cancelling lR.Georgia.
30.1.21.
See remarks on previous item
(Ashford colln.).
In a letter to the
which equally pertain.
"Philatelist" Aug.1941, the la.te Col.G.R.
Crouch stated tht.i t this "406" was recorded
This no doubt now appears to be
from Batum.
· confirmed, and judging from its number, it is
believed to be an Indir.n Forces F.P.O.

F.P.0.408.

(See Fig.6)

Recorded cancelling a Georgian stamp of Tamara
Date
design (?2R.) in R.P.Knighton colln.
either 14.1.20, or possibly (in view of above)
14.1.21. An Indian F.P.O. msrking recorded
by Col.Crouch (ref.3) as having been used
earlier at Tiflis •

.ARMY SIGNALS B.M.

(See Fig. 7)

Cancelling Batum stamps on what
4.5.20.
appeared to be a Vhilatelic postcard. (Late
W.E.Hughes colln.J
Impress~d on a cover showing Batum
12.6.20.
stamps, but not cancelling them, addressed to
Sir Harry Luke K.C.M.G., then High Commissioner
in Transcaucasia, at Tiflis.
(This Signals datestamp is not usually a postal
marking, being used by Army Signal sections to
denote receipt of messages, etc.)

l3RITISH CONSULATE BATOUM

Seen impressed on a cov~r evidently sent by
Reposted in
Diplomatic Mail to England.
London 6.4.20.
Also impressed on item .APO.J]..

(see above).

( This seal, which shows the Royal Arms wi ~ ·
the .words BRITISH CONSULATE BATOUM, does not
appear to have served any postal purpose, but
merely shows that the communication originated
at the British Consulate).
jIFLIS (Occupied 24th,December 1918 - 9th.September 1919)
J .P.O.D27.

(Divnl,H.Q, 27th.Divn.)

(see Fig.a)
:E·.P.O.T27.

(27th,Divnl.Train)

On cover addressed to England.
25.6.19.
do.
29.7.19.
(Both Ashford colln.)

Cover to Englo.nd sent by late
·
( using 20k. Russian
(Ashford colln)
Stationery envelope)

30.6.19.

Maj or J. J. Derlow

(See t'ig. 9)
!I HE BRI'l'ISH JOURNAL
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F.P.0.T27. (continued).

2.4.19.

Cover to England.

(Ashford colln.)

12.4.19. Cover sent by late Major J.J.Darlow to
England, using 10k. Russian Stationery envelope.
(ishford colln.)
2.7.19.
Cover to England, sent by lute Major
J.J.Darlow. (ex-Buchanan colln.)
F.P.O.408.

.An Indian F.P.0. mentioned as having been
stationed at Tiflis by Col.Crouch (ref.3).
No items recorded except above (under Batum).

BRITISH COMMISSION IN TRANSCAUCASIA

A

seal (same category and dosign as marking for
British Consulate, Batum) impressed on a cover
sent by Sir Harry Luke fro~ Tiflis 10.6.20
whilst High Commissioner.
Cover bears
Georgian stamps cancelled by Tiflis "a" 4
datestamp in Russian characters.
Seal
evidentl3 shows that the communication 0riginat9d
with the British Commission).

~ (First Occupation by Dunsterforce; 17th. August 1918 - 15th. September 1918)

(Second Occupation by Gen.Thomson; 17th.November 1918 - 15th.Aug./9th.Sept. 1919)

(a) Dunsterforce
No Dunsterforce F.P.0. markings have so far been recorded from Baku.
No
doubt any mail sent would have been forwr.rded by ship to Enzeli (North Persia), thence to
Hamad.an, Baghdad, and eventually England, or its destination.
It evidently wns the practice to censor mail by units of Dunsterforce
operating in North Persia end Dunsterforce censor markings (see Fig.10) can be found on
Internal Persian Civilian Mail during the period, and extending to eerly 1919.
One
example is described by Mrs. Sybil Morgan (ref.4) on a civilian cover dated 3.9.18 sent
from Kasvin to Tehera.n, and a second example is on a cover sent from Teher::-cn to Zenjan
20.2.19 (Ashford colln.)
Col.Crouch (ref.3) mentions that in February 1919 the Deputy Director of

Army Postal Services found that in Baku the latest letters received from U.K. (via
Mesopotamia and North Persia) were dated the ~revious September or October, while some
officers (no doubt of the Dunsterforce itself) had not received any letters from home
since March 1918 !
In these circumstances it is not difficult to understand why postal
markings of this period are so hard to get ! !
(b) Thomson's Force.
F.P.0.81.

:Page 8

Indian Field Post Office 81 is st1::.ted by Col.
Crouch (ref.3) to have been stationed d Boku,
but no evidence by way of cancellations has yet
been recorded.
THE BRITISH JOURNAL o:b, RUSSIAN PHILATELY, NO. 27.

]from the some source, we are informed that
Indian F.P.0.'s 76, 88, 120, and 123 operated
at this time in Nortn Persia, Nos.76 crid 120
having apparently operated at Kasvin.
The writer will be most interested to learn of any further information that
might be in the possession of readers which might be helpful in identifying any further
British Field Post Offices in Transcaucasia, and members . are cordially invited to write
in giving details.
References
Ref.l.

Maj.Gen.L.C.Dunsterville C.B., C.S.I.

"The Adventures of Dunsterforce".

Ref.2.

Gen. Sir George Milne.

Ref.3~

Col.G.R.Crouch.

"British Army Post Offices in Transcaucasia and South
Russia, 1919-1920".
The Philatelic Adviser, Dec.1945. ,

Ref.4.

Mrs.Sybil "Morgan.

"Dunsterforce"

Supplement to "The London Gazette" 4th.Jan.1921.
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Tl-tf FJf(ST 4-R. POSTCARD
DR,. A. 1-1. WORTMAN
'.!.'he first 4k. postccrd is listed. as No. 3 by Prigara, e.nd was issued on 1st.
ilpril 1875.
It has the word INOGORODNOE, which may be translated as "out of town",
beneath the words OTKRITOE PISNO at the top.
The following yeur these postcards appeared with the words I ZA GRANITSU, i.e.
"E>.nd abroad", e.dded at the end of remark No. l at the foot to show the extension of their

validity for foreign destinations.

This is listed as postcard No.4.
The 1875 card,
No.3, although priced at only 15k. mint and used, has never been seen by any of the
keen collectors of postal stationory in our Society, at least not by any whom I have
questionod.
The 1876 postcard, No.4, is listed in four varieties:

A. Light blue-green.

mint -.25;

usecl -.15.

B. Without stop in the remn.rk
on the left

2.50;

2.-

-.-

-.-

V. ~ithout second letter in the
second remark (sic) on
the reverse.
G. Text on the reverse side
inverted.

Variety A
The colour of these postcm-ds varies from 11 very light green to e. moderately
dark green, the darker shades being nbout twice as common as the really light one.
Variety B
The two examples of this w1riety which have been found are both in the very
light shade.
The one illustruted on the following page (nt the top) is from ROVNO,
3 Sept. 187'), and the other is from a small postal station, PILITS.11. in KIELCE GUB. ,
14 Mar. 1877.
The e.rrows point to the distinguishing features, the top one indicating
where the stop is missing after the word 1J)RE&~, and the lower one pointing to the
interval between the figure "l" mid the stop which follows it.
This is wider on cards
with Variety B than on normal cords, a very useful distinguishing feature, the absence
of which would enable one to detect a card faked by the erasure of the stop.

Page 10
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Variety V
This is on the reverse side. (Seti illustration on thu bottom half of the
previous po.go).
As the arrow shows, th~ letter "P" is minsing from the word lfPR.1:..VLENIE.
Two examples of this huve also b~t:in found.
Both wore sent to a London firm in 1878,
from St.Petersburg, and are in the dF..:rkor shade.
Variety G

I have never seen this.
There can be little doubt that these postcurds were printed in sheets and then
separated by cutting, but although no information is available, a sheet of 20, arranged
4 x 5, would be of wma.geable size and convenient for accounting purposes, or possibly
it was smaller, say 2 x 5, making a sheet of 10.
One defective cliche per sheet would
then give a frequency of l in 10 or 20 for each variety, but they are certainly more
rere than this would suggest, and although we are just guessing, it does seem that a
larger number of cliches than 20 Wt:J.S available, and not all of them were used in
successive printings.
Prigs.re gives the same variety B for Postcard No.2, the 5k. issued lst.May
1872, as well as for Postcard ~o.3, the 4k. without I Zrl. GRANlTSU, but as we have not se1::n
them we cannot say whether it is actually the same variety as the one discussed above,
with the second distinguishing feature as well.
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.. obreviations used:-

~

F-L
Outer Frame Line
I-F-L Inner Frame Line
V-T
Value Tablet (oblong).
N.E. North East.
N.W. North West.

s.w.
S.E.
L.H.
R.H.

South West.
South East.
Left hand.
Right Hand.

"c." before thE:: stamp position number meons confirmed but further details from
members are desired so that it may be noted whether the flaws are constant.
See the full page illustration of these flaws overleaf.
Stomp no.
c.
c.

c.
c.
c.
c.

c.
c.

a, No colour joining the tip of the lowest leaf on the L.H. side.
b. N.E. corner of I-F-L is solid.
a. A slight break in the base I-F-L of the V-T, 11!1Ill. from the S.E.corner.
4
b.
do.
, 1 mm. from the S.W.corner.
a.
Dent
in
tho
R.H.
F-L,
4mm. from the base.
5
b. Break in the R.H.outline of the leaf alongside the L.H. Vase •.
N.W. corner of the I-F-L is solid.
6.
.im appreciable dent in the L.H. F-L ?ram. from the base.
7.
The I-F-L immediately behind the dent is broken.
8. a. Dent in the L.H. F-L 1721-rnra. fro~ the base.
b. Tip of the leaf on the L.H.side of the Name Tablet, the solid colour
to form the tip is missing.
10. a. A slight dent in the L.H. F-L 9J:;ln. from the buse.
do.
b.
R.H. do. 1-½om. from the base.
c.
do,
do. 7-½nm.
do.
•
d.
do.
do. 15 r:mi.
do.
..
Top F-L thin for 2mm. from the N.E. corner.
11.
12.
Dent in the base I-F-L of the V-T between the 1st. and 2nd. letters.
2
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c.

13.

a. The bottom F-L of th0 V-T is broken over the q.H. small scroll at the base.
~~ break in the line forming the inner edge of the R.H. Vase.
A break in the top F-L above the M in M.ARKA.
a. Dent in the R.H. F-L Jl!IT1. from the bese.
b.
do.
6-½mra.
do.
a.
9mm.
do.
do.
b. L.H. F-L indent8d inwards e.t the top, the top F-L projects outwnrds.
a. Solid colour joins the top third of the N-'21:1e Tablet to the I-F-L.
b. A smell bree.k in the R.H. F-1 21:un. from the base.
N.E. corner of the I-F-L is solid.
a. A dent in the L.H. F-L }½mm. from the bl::ae.
b. The first shading line over the R.H. cornur of the V-T is dented downwards.
The two short shading lines below and on the R.H. side of the V-T are
broken.
a. The third leaf down on the L.H. side has no colour at the tip.
b. A vertical scratch extends downwards to the tip of the inner leaf alongside
of the 1·.n. Vase.
;i small colour dot between the L.H. F-L and I-F-L just e.bove the lowest leaf.
u. Top I-F-L dented so that it touches the tips of all three lenves on the R.H.
side.
b • .A dent in the R.H. F-L 5mn. fror.i the base.
c.
do.
13mm.
do.
•
6mrn..
do.
•
do.
A break in the L.H. I-F-L 2-½mro. from the base.
L.H. I-F-L broken 1-½mm. from the top, also~ short shading line broken
3mm. fron base on the R.H. side of the V-T.
A break in the L.H. line foming the small scroll on the R.H.side under the
V-T. The top I-F-L is badly broken on the L.H. side.
a. Top of the L.H. F-1 pushed outwards leaving e gap between it and the top F-L.
b. The third leaf down on the R.H.side, no colour at the tip.
c.
do.
L.H.
do.
•
11.lso the Top and R.H. I-F-1 broken at the N.E.- corner.
Br6ek in the centre of the top line of the scroll over the V-T.
(See Mr.Huddy's article in Journhl 23).
Third len.f down on the L.H. side, no colour nt the tip.
Some as no.35.
S.E.corner of the I-F-1 is solid.
S[une as No.27, but the Top I-F-1 is broken badly on they. side.
~• blob of colour in the indentation on the S. l,. of tho V-T, the top of the
. ind,:,ntation filled with solid colour and the N. \1. corner is similar.
The
Sl:cond line of shading broken above the N. W. corner.
Thu base F-L line under the R.H. SffiD.11 scroll e.t the base, tho line is twice
as thick as normal, filling half of the whito space to the left of the
small scroll.

b.
c.
c.

14.
16.

c.

17.

c.

18.

c.
c.

19.
20.

c.

21.

c.
c.

22.
23.

c.

24.

c.

25.
26.
27.
31.

c.
c.

35.
38.
42.
43.
44.

46.
50.

Ther~ nre still some flnws that I have not listed but these are not easy to
check except from the sheet itself and they may only exist on this one sheet.
The
background is not in ,: constant position all over the sheet; it varies in euch line
and scmetimes between stamps in the same line.
On Nos. 1 and 5 a yellow dot appears
between the 'l'op F-L and I-F-1 2mm. from the N. W. corner.
In No.21 the tip of the L.H. leaf has less colour than in Nos. 31 and 38.
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The only flaws I can find to distinguish between these are:NQs. 35 and 42.
the inner circle of the R.H. round value tablet is ·slightly broken beneath the
I., and a slight break t~ the right of the flaw in the outer oval. No.50 has the Top
1-F-L badly broken but so have 38, 39, 44, 45, 34, and 32, which also has the top line
of the Name Tablet broken as if .joins the top F-L :m the R.H.side.
On No.. 42 11

Six of these flaws have been found on stamps of the first printing (S.G.147)
Jl strip of five with a yellow Von the L.H. side consists of Nos. 19 and 20 on the L.H.

In Mr.Peel's collection
and No.2 on the R.H. ends as they appear on the second printing.
On the
On S.G.147b. I have not found maey.
~ere found nos. 12 and 13 side by side.
Imperfs, nos. 2, 6, 7, 8, 24, 25, and of course 35 and 42 from Mr.Huddy.
I would be very pleased to hear from members with any further information that
might help to make the list more complete, or to receive queries on which I might help ..
The address is Edward F.r-.ewman, 143 Bullsmoor Lane, Enfield, Hiddx., England.

FINNISH T.P. o. Is
Mr.R.L.Christian sends the following information:-

ADD:
b'ub type la.
lb.
le.
ld.
le.

text at bottom
do.
do.
No. only: No.12 Add No.l.

35/4
42/5:
49/7.
33/4
but gap between POST and lfUPEN.

Changes as from June lst.1959:Nos. 29
30
Nos. 53
54

HELSINKI - TAMPERE
TAMPE,~E - HELSINKI reintroduced.
HeLSINKI - SEINAJOKI
SEIN.AJOKI - IIBL0INKI introduced or reintroduced.

Nos 53 and 54 use cancellations inscribed "?. V,tlliiU 53 S-K P. VAGN" and
0
K., not H) •
.
botl1 cases, i.e.
•
"
(T-:,
in
no t e • ..,-h.

''P.VAUN.lT 54 S-K P.VAGN".

Nos. 29 and 30 use type 3(h)iii.
(The above additional information relates to the article and supplements on
Finnish Railway Postr,tarks published in Journals Nos. 22, 23, and 25.)
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R~aders of this magazine will already be familiar with the numerous postal
markings used by the Russian Forces in Manchuria, thanks to Mr.K.Adler's extensive
study of this subject in recent issues of the B.J.R.P., end tc the several lists of
material on record in this study.
His many finds can o~ly stress the magnitude of
the subject, and many more years will no doubt elapsu befor8 a comprehen.~ive picture
can b& drawn.
In' Part V of our book on "Stamps of the Russian Empire Used .Abroad", now at
last available after a two-month delay caused by the rec&nt printers' strike, an
attempt has been made to ueparate from this mass of Field Fo~t cancellations, those
belonging to sedontm F.P.O.'s opened by the Russian armies when they occupied
Manchuria at the time of the Boxer rebellion (1900).
These sedentary establishments
were in fact the network of the Imperial Postal Administration in the occupied
province, and they operated on a joint military-civilian basis, - apP,arently more
civilian than military - until the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War in 1904
nec6ssitated the creation of a great many more mobile F.P.0.'s, moving with their units
in the field, and constituting Field Post Offices in the true sense of the word~
The segregation of sedentary F.P.O.s into a distict group immediately raises
however, a fresh problem of the greatest importance, that of identifying the town in
which each of these sedentary Offices was located.
This problem has been mentioned
in pagos 401/405 of our Part V, where lists of towns already identified are supplied;
but these lists, while perhaps adequate as regurds cancellations in Standard Types
"NN" and "Q,;", are unavoidably very incomplete regarding cancellations in Standard Types
"MM", "00" and "PP", where inscriptions are limited to the number of tho Field Post
Office, so that the town where it operated cannot bt, spotted without the help of
additional documentation, or of postal material of various kinds.
b'uch additional data, when Part V went to print, were only available in the
case of fiv(; Offices, as listed on page 404 (Kharbin, Ninguta, Yingkow, Daley and
It is gratifying indeed to be able to report that, in the short time
Handaokhetze).
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that has elapsed since, two mora of these Officus have been identified, bringing the
total to seven.
The story of these discoveries is well worth recording, as it may encourage
other readers to engage in this fascinating hunt, and it mey give them fresh idens as to
the kind of material from which the missing information may unexpectedly emerge.

The first of these discoveries w11s made by Dr.A.H. Hortman, who recently
acquired a registered cover franked with tho Russian 14 kopek stamp (see the illustration
~bove) cancelled with the single circle of the Field Telegraph Office of TIEHLING
tFig.644 in our Part V, inscribed TELD~ POLBV.TEL.OT.PRI.AM.OK.).
So far, nothing
fresh, since this marking. had already been recorded by Mr.Adler, ruid is also listed and
illustrated in our Part V.
But, upon a closer inspection of his cover, Dr.Wortman
realised t.hat i _t~ }';. gist~ation labd had m1 entirel? different inscription, this reading
I~o.10 POLEVAYit P0CH:r • .K.01~:r. (No.10 l<'ield Post Office).
The registration number wf1.s
Pdded in manuscript both on the label and on thE: cover, in the same handwriting,
eliminating any suspicion of a fr~udulous addition of a wrong label at some later date.
l eaders of our Pl~rt V will alreQdy know thr~t sirnul taneous use o:fl a single cover of
taterial belonging to different F.P.0. 1 s was a rather frequant occurrence in Manchuria
it that time, due to concentration of difr6rent Offices in a single building, or to one
C-ffice superseding another, but continuing to use the former material.
This cover
nakes it therefore quite cle-_;lr that No.10 1''.P.O. wr~s situated in the srune premises as
the Tiehling Field Telegraph Office, namely in TIEIH,HiG-'l'own.
1

The s~cond discovery provides a striking example of what can bo achieved by
close co-operati 'Jn betwE:0n philatelists engaged on widely differrmt fields.
Our member
rnd "Rossica" i!;d.itor, Dr.G.B.Salisbury, recently delivered the mo.in address at a meeting
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of the American Philatelic Congress, and evidently seized the opportunity to mention
the subject of Russian Post Offices in the Far East.
.After the speech, he was
approached by Mr.R.P.Alexander, a leading authority on Japanese Philately, who showed
him a loose strip of three 5 rin stamps of the Japanese Offices in China (s.G.No.l),
cancelled to order with the single-circle of the Russian No.3 Field Post Office,
Priamur Okrug, dated 10.VI.1901, as illustrated under Standard Type "CM" on page 405
of our Part v.
Dr.Salisbury promptly persuaded Mr.Alexander to have this strip sent
to the writer for examination.
In this case again, there was nothing new in the
cancellation, which was already illustrated in our Part V, and it had even been listed
by Glassewald in his standard work on the Field Post published in 1913, at a time
when few people cared about Used Abroad.a, an indication that it us presumably
belonged to some important Office, material from which could not be unduly rare.
However, and as stated in our Part V, although examples of this cancellation
of No.3 F.P.C'. had been known for a long time, its location had not yet been ascertaine(l.
No-.'l, the occurrence of this cancellation on stamps of the Japanese P. 0. :-; :...n China
indicated that this Russian F.P.O. must have been operating in a town ~h~re a Japane~e
Post Office Abroad was in existence in 1901, thereby limiting the fieid to Tientsin,
Peking and New£hwang (Yingkow).
Newchwang could immediately be eliminated, since
it is already well-known that the Russian Office in this port was No.13 F.P.O., not ·
lfo. 3.
A further exchange of ,,iews with Mr.Alexander brought forth the essential
information that this strip hud been severed from n whole sheet of 5 rin stamps, which
was plastered with various cancellations to order, as follows:
Japan~se cancellation of Tit'NTSIN I.J.P.O., dated 15 May 1901.
German cancellation of TIENTSIN DEUTSCrE POS'f "a", dated 15th.May 1901.
U.S.A. cancellation of Military Postal Sta.No.l, China, dated 15 May 1901.
French cancellation TRESOR ET POSTES AUX ARJ\lfil:S, 5-CHINE-5, dated 17 May 1901.
British cancellation C.E.F.No.3 OUT.~'ET.No.l, no dute showing.
Russian cancellation No.3 POIBVAYA POCHT.KONT.PRIAM.OKR., dated 10.VI.1901.

The story of this sheet was now easy to reconstruct: the stamps must have been
purchased at the Japanese P.O. by some ,Japanese Officer or Postal Official who wanted
to have a souvenir of the International Expeditionary Force and of the foreign Postal
establishments operating at TIEHTSIN.
For this purpose, the buyer took the sheet ip.
turn to the various Post Offices in order to have it cancelled with their respective
postmarks.
This must have been a time-consuming operation, and he docs not appear to
have managed to call at more than three, or nt most four Offices (the British P.O.,
wh~re no dnte is showing) on the first day, M~y 15th.
On the 17th., he called at the
French P.O., but he doesn't appear to have had 'ID opportunity of visiting the Russian
F.P.O. until the 10/23 June, six weeks later.
Still, this sheet, at which some collectors may be tempted to frown as a "philatelic" production, is of utmost importance in our
case, bec;:·use it conclusively establishes thut the Russillil No.3 F. P.O. was operating at
TIE11TSIN. (It would have proved of equal value in identifying the markings of the
British, French and U.~.A. Field Post Offices of Tientsin as well, had their origin not
been already known).
Thus, thanks to Dr.Wortman, Dr.Salisbur'J and Mr.Alexander, it is already
possible at this writing, a bare few weeks after publication of our Part V, to increase
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to seven the list of identified F. P.O. s in Types "i•ffJ'', "00" nnd "PP", as follows:
1

HEAD FIELD POST OFFICB

No.3 F.P.O.
No.4 F.P.O.
No.10 F.P.O.
No.13 F.P.O.
No.17 F.P.O.
No.28 F.P.O.

Type of canceller
Location
II (,,l(.)_"
Kharbin
Tientsin
"MM"
"MM", "PP"
Ninguta
?
'riehling
Yingkow (:Newchwang)
"Ml'~"
"J\'[M"
Dalny
"00"
Handaokhetze

As stated in Part V, other F.P.O.s of wli.dentified location, cancellations of
which have already been recorded on stamps or on stampless covers, are F.P.O.s Nos. 6,
7, 15, 23, 27, 29, 30 and 31.

Should any reader have in his collection cancellations in Types "MM", "00"
or "PP" with other F.P.O. numbers than the above, even on loose stamps, it will be
greatly appreciated if he would communicate them to the writer for the record.
Search
for these cancellations should not be limited to ordinnry Russian stamps, but should
include KITAI overprints, which, as explained in Part V, appear to huve been freely used
at times in some of these Field Post Offices.

NO'fE ON THE RAILWAY MAP ENCLOSED

WITH JOURNAL N0.26.

It is regretted that the town-nrune associi::.ted with the number 466 did not
reproduce at all clearly.
Members &ay therefore wish to note that NO • .466 is
~ i:ULTEN and note their index to the map accordingly.
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WHAT A~f Tt-lE"S£ TUVAN COVERS
WORTI-I ?
JAM£S NfGUS
On several occasions different people have sent me 'l'annu Tuvan covers of the
(a) are they genuine? and (b) what
middle 30 1 s and have asked the same questions:
are they worth? I think that members might be interested in my replies and I repeat
the substance of them here.
Are they genuine?
These covers are certainly genuine in that they travelled through the mails
The covers normally £ave arrival markings as
and the stamps on them prepaid postage.
Albert H.Harris illustrates some
backstamps, notably of New Y~rk and Lucerne.
documents showing that large bundles of these cov~rs were received by registered mail
in New York in the normal way.
The sole awkwardness of these covers is to establish that they originated
Some
I am pretty certain that, in fact, they all came from Moscow.
from~ Tuva.
indeed have the rubber-stamp of the Moscow Philatelic Association on them ("Soviet
Philatelic Association, USSR - Moskow 50, Nastaslinskj per.3 11 ) .
A.Cronin has pointed out in his excellent survey 2 of this period that a good
deal of the opprobrium surrounding these covers could have been avoided by the Soviet
authorities making a clear announcement that the Tuvan P.O. had~ agency in Moscow
Inst ad
which was prepared to service covers, rather xko on a "used abroad" b!sis.
of this - as will be seen from the two contemporary accounts of Harris and Michel an elaborate smoke-screen was laid to try to convince philatelists that the covers
were being serviced in Tannu Tuva itself.

4

This is doubly unfortunate in that there is now a glimmer of evidence that
the stamps (1934-36), still rigidly excluded from S.G. and Scott, did enjoy a rare but
I was able to persuade Gibbons in their current Part III
genuine usage from Tuva.
They used to
Catalogue to cut out the former erroneous footnote about these stamps.
what they
whereas
duty,
postal
of
sort
any
seen
never
had
stamps
maintain that the
really meant was that they were doubtful if they ever saw postal duty 1!!, Tuva., which is
(Parenthetically, they also agreed to replace the silly name
a far different thing.
of "North Mongolia" by "Tannu Tuva", so helping to avoid the needless confusion with
the Mongolian People's rtepublic, or "Mongolia" as it is usually known here!)
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~!hut are they worth?
Some collectors might think that these covers, being so dubious, are hardly
worth collecting.
l would disagr0e with this.
Apart from their intrinsic interest
as illustrating a definite phase in ~ruvan postal history (however unsavoury), they have
a kind of negative use.
They are so different from what we think are genuine (nonMoscow) uses, that the genuine cover~ becom8 even more conspicuous nnd desirable •
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Some of the easily spotted features of the philatelic (Moscow) covers are:
1. They often bear complete sets of stamps.
This is not invariable, how~ver;
(see tho cover illustrated above) a batch cancelled Turan 26.111.35, addressed to L~ndon
phi lotelic m.9.gnY.ines, has postage confined to a uniform 50 kop., made up of one, t\,o, or
thr~e stamps.
There were fllso n good few made-up covers from dealers nnd privat.;e collectors
Page
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at this period, too, which bore quite haphazard arr.'.lllgements of stamps.
Some of them,
having duly returned to the sender with neat cnncGllations of Kizil, were eagerly
displayed as incontro•rertiblE: proof of genuine usage.
An ulternc.tive inference seems
obvious to me, at le::::.st: thE:re was a speciul office in Moscow, equipped with duplicate
cancellers just waiting for philatelists' mail.
Anything addressed to "The Postmaster,
Kizil" could easily have been routed straight to Comrade X at Nastuslinskj per.31.
2.

They may have the Soviet PhilatE:lic Association rubber~stump on them.

3. The address is often (letterpress) printed, e.g. "Stamp Import and Export
Corporation, New York City"; "Herrn Paul Vogelsun~r, Luzern, Schri:zz."
4.
ification2) •

5.

The cancellations are often Kizil Type 4 or Turun Type 1 ( Cronin classThe covers nre very often registered.

The whole of the [!I'I'angements for the stamps and covers is shrouded in mystery
it is unlikely that anyone is prepared to make a firm statement in print (although
this would be invaluable to present-day students).
My own understanding of the
situation is this: a foreign dealer ma.de a contract with the Soviet authorities in the
·early 30's to promote Tuvan philately to their 1nutual benefit.
He suggested (many
years before the present flood, but by no means f~r the first time in philately) that
attractive stamps, of them!itic interest, would be very popular with gollectors end that
frequent sets would be better than infrequent.
Either he or Moscow then design&d 73
different stwnps in two years for such alleged uses as airmail or registration.
The
decler not only w~s supplied with storaps at a discount (which he unloaded in vast
quantities on the market) but he arranged with .Moscow for the duplicate Tuvan
cancellers in an effort for recognition of genuine postnl usage, so frosty a reception
had the stamps received from the press.
This somewhat feeble gesture fell rather flat
at the time.
Hild

There is a very interesting report about these covers from B.Richardson6 :
"Bela Sekula of the Stamp Import and Export Corp. submits letters, covers and other data
bearing on the postal service.
Mr.~ekuln has wholesale;d Touvan issues and had 6,000
to 8,000 covers sent him from Touva.
Each cover bears n number of stamps and is
rt:gistered from either Kizil or Turan end ell are backstnnped either in t>witzerlWld
or the U.S.
The return address of the "Soviet Philatdic Assn., Moscow" on ea:ch is
explninud by his submitting a copy of a letter from this bureau stating th&t they had
sent him 2,000 covers as per contract from Touva and that the receipts for same were
now held by hlwm.
The bureau also wholesaled Touvrui issues und included them in its
lists, but the stamps are claimed to have come from Touva, the Soviet official agency
apparently being Touva's agent or intermediary in foreign sales to dealers.
The
Association stoted the rumours concerning Ta.nnu Touva und its stamps were 'irresponsibl~
and wholly unjustified'."
The Soviet Phil~telic Association's rubber-stemp, then, is exy;lained awny as a
kind of transit murking, identifying only the agent in the business.
George Van Den
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Berg (Professor Lowell Ragatz) hn.s had some pungont rt::marks7 to mclrn:
"Tan.nu Tuva
entires, bearing full s0ts of nicely cancelled st,,mps, 1m prep'.U'ed by the Soviet
Philatelic Agency in Moscow, a.re on common offer in Europt these days in bundles of 50,
100, 1,000, and 5,000.
I'm sure one could have 100,000 if one called for them and
allowed a few weeks."
In the intervening years, however, m6ny collectors have forgotten these details.
In the first place, the much-despised stamps themselv~s have becoMe absorbed by schoolboys
and the packet trade and thGy are not helf so common as they once were.
The sets are
certainly worth trying to complete in mint, good condition.
It is far easier to get
them c.t.o. and many are now badly mangled.
Secondly, the covers are hot so often seen
~ ~ , when their dreudful uniformity is immediately apporent.
When, say, a single cover turns up, the (i~or~mt or unscrupulous) decler
might quite well start dilating on its "rarity" and cheerfully ask anything from 20/to 30/- for it.
·
Taking everything into account, I reckon 2/6 per cover to be ample and a fair ·
price.
I hope that fellow-members will support my efforts to try to mclc~ this a
reasonable "current market price"!
References
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This is an interesting point.
Designs for the 1934 "Regist0red" set were
illustrated in ,!:hilatelic ~ i n e about two :;ears before issue "by contesy of
Frank Sekula" - see vol.30 12 Aug. 1932), p.124 and vol.32 (20 Oct 1933), p.234.
The issued stamps differ slightly from these "essays".

6.

Linn's Weekly Stamp News, vol.11 (8 July 1939), pp.371-372.

7.

Stamps, vol.88 (17 July 1954), p.103.
See also earlier comments in the SG~e vein
in the same magazine, vol.32 (17 Aug 1940), p.237.

'WANTED TO BUY: Alzy-thing philatelic concerning the Russo-,Tnpnnese War, also Russian Offices
in Manchuria, Russian Offices in Alexandretta, Tannu Tuva.
Details to ~.S.Ehrma.n,

468 Woodland Road, Pittsburg 37 ,' Pa., u.s.A.
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FIELD POST ISSUE

MOQf NOTES

ay

1.L.u.BAILLIE AND c.w..1to.B£2rs

Since our article .on this issue appeared in Journals 23 end 24, a little
further information has come to light, some of it quite recently.
Through the courtesy of Dr.Salisbury we have had the opportunity of examining
the collection of this issue which belonged to the late Capt. de Schramchenko.
Unfortunately it contained no covers, nor a copy of the rare 40gr on 20gr.
However,
it did contain a complete set of the handstamps - see Journal 24, pages 784 and 785 and in addition there were two types of ~al with this overprint.
The Fiscals, the
50sh currency stamp and the Seals were all additionally overprinted 11 ZRAZOK!' (Essay).
There were a number of(?) used copies of the handstamped overprints, nnd the postmarks
were mninly "Volochisk Dvirets", as illustrated on page 778, with dates 19.10.20, 18.11.
20? and 18.12.20, but there was also one with a "Mogilev, Pod." postmark.
This last
postmark wus apparently genuine, but in the write-up Capt.de Schramchenko states "all
these were applied for philatelists".
We were left with the feeling that this handstamp may well be bogus, but, if so,
it was of contemporary rather than later date.
We have now been privileged to examine the Bute collection of Ukraine, which
has been presented to the British Philatelic Association as a Reference Collection,
and our thanks are due to Mr.Robson Lowe for so kindly arranging this for us.
The
collection has unfortunately been seriously druna.ged by fire, water, etc., ru1d though
some items seem little affected others are almost unrecognisable.
The Field Post issue is represented by two complete sets of the issued stamps
with the exception of the 40gr on 20gr, and two copies, mostly in pairs, of o.11 the
inverted surcharges as listed on page 716, but no others, nor were there any copies of
the hand.stamps.
There is a quite remarkable collection of covers, or part covers, 17 in all.
Although all, with one possible exception, have the correct postage, between them there
ar~ exrunples of all the normal stamps issued, plus the lOgr on lOsh inverted.
With
the exception of one strip of 4 and two pairs, each cover has only one stamp on it.
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One bears the postmork Tsentr. Ust of 7. 9. 920, with the backstnr.1p of Stavk:, A of
10.9.920, but all the rest hcve the Ts0ntr. \Jst postmark of 26.8.920 and the bnckstamp
of Stavka A. of 29. 8. 920 where visible.
The 11UL1bci's of thl: Registration labc:ls ere
1, 4, 7 and 48 with one unreadable.
The outstanding cover is of course that bearing the rare 40gr on 20gr stamp
and most unfortunately both the ste.!!!p itself ruid the co,,er nrc badly dm:10.gcd and
stained.
An examination of the stamp itself shows that it was undoubtedly made with
No. 21 of the setting, the sam.:.: as the unused copy in our possession.
It would apnear
therefore that this vulue was surcharged singly.
On further consideration of both
stamps we have come to the opinion that the probability is this value wc.s surchcrged
first, possibly as a trial before the whole surcharge was set up, because in both
cases the second plating mark, abreak in the base of the 7th. letter of the second
line, which we have found in all other copivs, is absE:nt although perhaps the line is
~ little wenk.
The third plating mark, a dot inside the second letter of the third line
is a.lso absent, although this mark is not absolutely constant.
The other three
plating marks are there and ~s these do not occur on any other stnmp there con be no
doubt that No.21 was used for both these copies and probably therefore on nll of this
vdue surcharged.
We do not think there is any point now in giving full details of all of
these covers, but one other deserves mention.
There is on this cover a p~.ir of the
lOgr on lOsh inverted, in which the surcharges are clearly misplaced horizont~lly, as
is the case with all the other copies of this error of which we have knowledge.
Several covers bear the guarantee mark "Fischer 'tJicn VI.", and we understand that this
firm was vecy reliable.
It is difficult to escape the conclusion either that this collection of
covers is Philatelic and was specially done, or else the number of covers must at one
time have been .far larger than we have any record now.
It is perhaps worth recalling
that the ten covE:rs described in Journal No. 24 between ther:i had exanples of nine
different stomps, but although six of them w~re registered, or at least bore stnnps
for the registered rate of 40gr-., one only had a 40gr. stamp.
Perhaps we should not overlook the stateMent n~de by Hurt that these stamps
were much more plentiful used than unused, and in an early article it wo.s st~ted that most
of the stamps were used up in the nail - see Journal No.23 pages '183 ond 784.
In spit8 of our request for further information we have hecrd nothing at all
from ruiyone else, but if anyone should come across any further covers, or anything
else of interest regarding these stt:!r.lps, we should be vecy pleased to hem- from them.
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ASUPPLE}.tENT TO
'TI-/£ OVAL POSTMAl2RS OF R.USSJA'
SJ W.£.C. l{ETI-/R.0 ~ I.L.~.IMILL/£

FROfa\ JI.ORT ADLER-A very interesting letter from I-1r.Kurt Adler adds some useful information to
the article that appeared in Journal No.26.

2A.

ADD un-numbered Railway Route postmark.
At bottom

POCHT.VAG.
RIGA-TUKKUM
(Map refs. 423;512)
dates 1908-1909.
Lower outside oval slightly deformed due to damage.
(This sub-type is additional to the usual RIGA-TUKKUM postmarks of Group 2)
2B.

A new sub-type:Un-numbered VARSHAVA-VILNA
At bottom:
OTD.

(Map refs. 544: 560).

Mr.Adler also has the following un-numbered ovals:KOS'l'ROMA-MOSKVA
(Map refs: 231; 317)
Feb.1907.
SOSNOVITSI-ZAr·1BKOVITSI
Jan. 1909.
GROUP 5.

(Hap refs; 471: 616)

MOBILE POSTMARKS.
Mr.Adler has those described by A.Cronin.
The legend at
the bottom reads PEREDV.POCHTA (mobile post).
As these postmarks appear on
single stamps, the tops are not legible, but contain the routes.

APPEI-l""DIX 1.
Mr.Adler points out that the heading "Un-numbered ~ Railway Route
Postmarks" is hardly correct insomuch as some of the un-numbered routes never
had~ cancellers.
They used the old Roman cancellers up to 1917 and, in
some cases, to a later date.
The CIRCULAR POSTMARKS in Mr.Adler's collection are:LODZ-KOLIUSHKI
1907
(map.refs 289:219)
double circle PM Balt.Zh.D.SPB. ORAIUEIIBAUM lZ ORANIENBAUM A (368 map)
single circle LUTSK-KIVERTSI 19.7.07.
(Map refs. 296:216)
double circle RAMENSKOE-M00KVA, Pocht.Vagon. 6.8.15.
A part route: Ramenskoe lies between Liubertsi (287) and Voskresensk (579)
See B.J.R.P. No.26. page 16. Appendix 2.
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(Map refs. H5; 228)
single circle EKATERINOSLAV-KORISTOVK.A
13. 11.17.
double circle K1JABA.it0VSK-BOCHKAREVC.
6.5.26.
double circle MAIKOP-BIELOHEXlliENSKAIA Pocht.Vag.
part route: Bielorechenskaia lies between .Armavir (11) and Maikop (301).
See B.J.R.P. ~o.26, page 16, Appendix 2.

•·-'r.Adler in his letter also raises an interesting point on the 3 black
triangles; he says "The Soviet oval postmarks with 3 black triangles: are they really
railroad postmarks? I know _only of one of these 3 triangle ovals: all have Mockba
Ekspeditaia on them and are found bn covers of the first few Soviet years".

Our experience is similar; it always seems to be a Moscow mark, and we have it
1923, always as a transit mark (incidentally also on covers to England). 2 of
and
in 1922
our covers emanate from Odessa, and also bear a round Odessa transit mark which is badly
Until Mr.Adler rightly queried
worn but also has the 3 black triangles at the foot.
the assumption, we had not doubted that they were railway marks of some sort.
In 11 S~Mtgebrauch und Aufbrauch der Freimarken und Ganzsachen der Ukrainischen
Volksrepublik 1918/20" by Dr.R.Seichter, 1958, Figs. 96 and 97 show 2 Ukrainian postal
stationery items also bearing the oval Moscow mark; these cards are both earlier, being
1921, and have received the Moscow cancellation en route for Germany.
Perhaps a reader can amplify the extent to which the black triangles were
used, their significance, and why the Moscow mark containing them is oval?
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.. CONTINUING

'DOTS
POSTMAR/lS

IMPERIAL
JllJSSIA
I

BY .W. £. C. ~ETl-1120
TYPE

5

• •••••
•• • ••••
••••
••
•••••••••
• ••••
•• • ••

···9· ..

This short series was allocated to a few frontier post offices, i.e.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Brest (Grodno Govt.)
Vladimirvolinsk (Volhynia)
Husiatin (Podolia)
Kiakhta (Zabaikal)

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Nikolaev-on-Amur (E.Siberia)
Odessa (Kherson).
Radzivilov·(Volhynia)
Skuliani (Bessarabia)
Taurogen (Kovno)

Of these, Nos.6 and 9 are commonest although all are rather scarce. (c/f
Dr.A.H.Wortman's article in B.S.R.P. Journal No.24, Sept.1958, page 775}.

TYPE 6

••

•••
••••
•••••

•.·--100····
•• ••••
•••
••
••••••••
•••••••

This series covers numbers t·rom 1 to 1700 but records exist for only Nos. l R47.
Nos.777 to 787 were allotted to offices in the Levant and are fully dealt with
in "Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad" by S.D.Tchilinghirian and W.S.E.Stephen.
Pc.e;e 29

Numbers 823 to 827 inclusive were also allotted to Post Offices in the Levant but neither
Mr.Tchilinghirian nor Mr.Stephen has seen a satisfactory cancellation.
At the time of
writing 823/827 form a Iey"stery group; if ~i member can shed some light on the group, will
they please write to either; l·!r.S.D.Tchilinghirian, Claire-Ville, 10 rue du Colleg-e,
Clarens, Switzerland or to Mr.W.S.E.Stephen, 94 High Street, Aberlour, Banffshire,
Scotland.
'.fhese postmarks, with the exception of thb Levant nwnbers, were issued to
offices on the postroads, although one finds an.exception in Riga Vokzal.
Almost all
are very small villages indeed and few appear on the average map.
Few are to be found
in the official list of Post Offices issued by the Soviet Government in 1923.
Taking the postroad from ~t.Petersburg through the Government of Novgorod, it
has been possible to find Oksiuko,,o (282) and Izboichskaia (c.1.so 282) between Tikhvin
and Ustiuzhna.
Presumably Oksiukovo Post Office was clos~ in favour of Izboichskaia

to which number 282 was tranferred.
On the road from Vologda running north.east to
Velsk, one finds Vnsilev (686) and Masseev (74), whilst Fominsk (79), Monnstirishche (805)
and Ploskovo (77) lie on the road from Vologda to Veliki Ustyug.
In the Government of Irkutsk, Biliktui (138), Kimiltei (139) end Kutulik (830)
On the road track from Irkutsk north
along the River Lena one finds the landing ~lace Kachugskaia Pristan (140) and, !llUCh
further north, the small village of Ustkut ll44).
The most northornly place traced was
Mukhtun (142), about 61 degrees N.
had, some years later, their own railway stations.

In the case of those places found on the map, the spelling on the list was
sufficiently close for identification, although, on two maps (both printed in Russia)
spelling differed •
.As the list is a long one, it is proposed to publish it in instalments.

j.rchallf:,,l Govt.
1.
Avdinsk
2.
Bolshe Nisogorsh
3. Kovda to 5.11.60 then
Urensk (Kostromu)
4.
Kucharetsk
5. Morshegorsk
6.
Nenokotski Posad.
,.
Slobodsko-Monastir
8.
Siyask
S·.
Solevdski Monastir
10. Sumsk
ll. Ustvazhsk
l 2. S!rn.govarsk
.Astrakhr:.11 J.iovt.
13. .ii.cn.buzhsk
14. Batt°J:E,linsk
!ag-e 30

~ntrekhan Govt.(contd.)
15. Vitianinsk
16. Guidouksk
17. Dzhurukovs..lc
18. ·sinmsimensk
19. Kurochkinsk
20. .P opovi tsk
21. Sieroglazinsk
Brest Govt.
22. Visokoli tovsk
Vilna Govt.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Voronov
Dominov
Dokshinsk
Zaboriye
Radoshkovichi

Vilna Govt.(contd.)
28. Soleshniki
29. Smorgon
30. Chuchin
Vitebsk Govt.
31. Buln.tovo
32. Borovliani
33. Beshenkovichi
34. Vasileva
35. Gorikolpa to 23.12.61
then Stnrce Selo.
36. Dolpi
37. Duboviku
38. DimP.ko
39. Zariechio
40. Ivnnovkn to 9.2.62
then Churinovsk.
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Vitebsk Govt. (contd.)
41.
Kreitsburg
42.
Kurmiva
43.
Kurilov
44.
Livenhof
Lipetsk
45.
46.
Pesteri to 23.12.61
then Prudnikovsk
47.
Pridruisk
48.
Rudnaia
49.
Rushoni to 28.12.61
then Platshansk
50.
Churilovo.
Vladimir Govt.
51.
Baraki
52.
Boldino
53.
Bulatnikovo
54.
Vorsha
55.
Drozdovka
56.
Dubna
57.
Lezhneva
Nov. Derevnaia
58.
59.
Novoye
60.
Novsk
Okdhevo
61.
62.
Pavlovsk
Pietushki
63.
64.
Sevastdeiki
65.
Sima
66.
Simantsova
67.
Slobodishchi
68.
Ushinsk
69.
Khokhlova
70.
R0gosniansk
71.
Ustilug
Vologda Govt.
72.
Vodvadinsk
73.
Grigorievsk
74.
Masseevsk
75.
Nestorovsk
76.
Petrozovsk
77.
Ploskovo
78.
Semenzovsk
79.
Fominsk
Voronezh Govt.
80.
Orlovsk
Tagrisk
81.
82.
Khlievnoe

Viatka Govt.
83.
Arporeksk
84.
B~lshekilmessk
85.
Belsk
86.
Viatsko-Poliansk
87.
Debessi
88.
Kokhilsk
89.
Kukuevsk
90.
1v1inikaksinsk
Pavlovski Zavod
91.
92.
Usinsk
93.
Ustlekomsk

Zhitomir Govt. (contd.)
120.
Kolki
12~·
Kopets to 24.1.61
then Yurovskaia
(Kiev).
122.
Krasinova
Klitovskaia
123.
Kupel
124.
ivJogilno
125.
126.
Mlinovskaia
Nesukhonski to
127.
21.3.60 then
Samshanskaia
128.
Polonnoe
Grodno Govt.
129.
Ratno to 21.3.60
94.
Bereza
then Gornikskaia.
95.
Vasilkov
96. Dromchi t
130.
Reiskoe
131.
Ragozino to 19.12.58
97.
Zapolie
Muzovskaia (Vilna)
98.
Zenz idle
132.
Rosiche
99.
Klecheli
100.
Kuznitsa to Sept.1863 133.
Rudni
then Antopol
134.
Torchin
101.
Milovitsi
135.
Urlia
102.
Chemeli
136.
Ustilug to 19.12.58
Yanov
then
103.
S1'J:vins1mia
Yekaterinoslav Govt.
137.
Cherniakhov
Blagodatnoie
104.
105.
Eisk
Irkutsk Govt.
106.
Kantseropol
138.
Biliktuisk
107.
Pereshchepina
139.
Boyarskaia to 30.12.60
108.
Cherchuka
then Kimilteisk
140.
Kachugskaia Pristan
Yekaterinodar Govt.
141.
Listvianskaia to
109.
Kilpinskaia
30.n.60 then
110.
Kopilskaia
Biryusinskaia.
111.
Mishastovskaia
Mukhtun
142.
112.
Redutskaia
Ponomarevka
143.
113.
Temriuk
Ustkutskaia
144.
Shelbaskaia
114.
Cherekhomskaia
145.
Cheragulskaia
146.
Zhitomir Govt.
Kazan Govt.
115.
Gulchi but
Lisianka (I:iev)
147.
Aleksievskoe
148.
Arsk to 20.8.62
from 21.3.58.
116.
Datino but
then Sibirchinskaia
Butsinskaia from
Akozino
149.
21.3.60.
Vilovati
150.
Diedovichi
Vorobieka
117.
151.
118.
Zapaditsi
Koroduvan
152.
Kievan
119.
Meteski-i'•1alaia
153.
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Kazan Govt.(contd.)
154. Pichurino
Kaluga Govt.
155.
Barsuki
156.
iubovo
157. Ilinskaia
158. Ralugovo
159. Kanonovskaia
160. Krapivna ·
161. Kriukovskaia
162.
Liudkova
163. Kuzemok
164. Rodborki
165.
Sudorovskaia
166.
Rogovichi

Kiev Govt.
167. Buzovskaia
168. Korostishev
169. Legezino

Page 32

Kiev Govt. (contd.)
170. Shornitskaia
171. Fadovskaia
172.
Raigorod
173.
Rushin to 4.4.61.
then Kirzhach
Samgorodok
174.
175. iiliudol:i.evka
176. Shpolskaia to
14.7.62 then

P.O.No.102~
Kovno Govt.
177. Lukninskaia and
later Vornenskaia
178. Mezhkutsi
Smilgi
179.
180. Sredniki
181. Uzyani
Shadov
182.
183. Shensilslw.ia

Kovno Govt. ( vontd.)
.
184.
Sheislivi to 24.8.62
then Bashnurashin
185. Yanishki
186. Yanovo
Kiakhta Govt.
187. Marimskaia
188. Ust-Kiakhtinskaia
Kostroma Govt.
189. Bald
190. Voronie
191. Diukovo
192. Kadui
193. Malugorskaia
194. Listovo
195. Unzha
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'ru[ ZrMsrvo {iAz[rrrr~
BY

F'2E.D W. SP£ERS

{CONTINUED)
MOSCOW GOVERNMENT

(Five zemstvo-issuing cities: Bogorodsk, Bronnitzy, Dmitrov, Kolomna and
Podolak)•
Period of zemstvo activity within the government: 1871 - 1916.
Moscow government, located in central Russia, is bounded by Tver, Vladimir,
Ryazan, Tula, Kaluga and Sm.olensk governments.
The government has a flat undulating
surface, drained by the Volga, Sestra, Oka and Moskva rivers.
Area: 12,855 square miles.
2,430.549; in 1906 - 2,733,300.

Population: In 1873 - 1,913,700; in 1897 -

1. Moscow
2. Volokolamsk
3. Bronnitzy
4. Tonitrov
5. Kolomna
6. Podolsk
7. Serpuklov
8. Klin
9. Bogorodsk
10. Ruza
11. Vereya
12. Mozhaish
13. Zvenigorod
i

I

I

l

j

Domilllited for centuries by the metropolis of Moscow, the government's economy
hinges largely on supplying that city's needs.
As a whole, the government stands first
in manfacturing, including cotton goods, woollens, clothing, chemicals, sugar refineries,
distilleries and iron works.
About 39 per cent of the government is in forest and the
balance of the land is mediocre for agricultural purposes.
Principal crops are rye,
oats, corn, barley, potatoes and some flax, hemp and hops.
Due to severe climate,
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difficulties of river transportation resulted from the fact that rivers in the
government are frozen approximately 153 duys a yeo.r.
The government of Moscow evolved o.s the ~nstration centre for the control
of the area immediately surrounding the metropolis
~arly princes of Moscow through
the centuries extended their control over what was to become lmown as Russia.
In 1703,
Peter the Great moved the capital from Moscow to St.Petersburg and it was not returned
until the overthrow of the Tsars.

as

The government was divided into 13 districts and the five cities which
issued zemstvos were the chief towns in their districts.
Other principal cities and
their populations included Moscow (1872 population - 601,969; 1907 population 1,359,254); Serpukhov (1897 population - 24,456) and the smaller communities of Kl.in
Mozhaisk, Ruza, Vereya, Volokolruosk and Zvenigorod.
Bogorodsk (Moscow r.-0vernment)

Zemstvo Isb"Uing Period:

1871-1896.

The post was suppressed at the end of

1896.
Bogorodsk lies in the east central section of the Moscow government.
It is
on the Kl.yazma river and is 38 miles east north east of the city of Moscow,
It is
linked by a spur line with the Moscow-Porkhov railway.
Its population in 1897 was
11,210.
(the city has been renamed by the Soviets as Noginsk)
Bogorodsk was particularly famed for the quality of gold brocades made there.
It has woollen, cotton, and silk mills as well as chemical factories and dye works.
Stamps:
Bogorodsk was one of the most prolific zemstvo-issuing cities, some
30 issues totalling 185 major varieties appearing in the quarter ceeyury of its postal
activity.
All were rather similar in design, all were lithographed and all appeared
in solid colours.
The first principal design showed the figure of St.George astride
his horse, faced left, and beneath was a spinning wheel.
These two illustrations were
In 1888
enclosed in an oval and figures of value appeared in each of the four corners.
a shield bearing the arms of the town replaced those two illustrations and the figure
of St.~orge was reduced to a tiny figure in the upper left corner of the shield across
the main body of which were placed two rows of three heraldic lozenges.
A crown rested
atop the shield.
Colours include various shades of red, blue, yellow, brown, purple,
grey, orange and pink as well as black,
Values were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10 and 20 kopecks.
Page 34
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During the period 1869-1879, Bogorodsk issued prepaid and postage due
envelopes, as well as newspaper wrappers and postage due wrappers.
The designs were
similar to those of the first few years of its stamps.
Bronnitsy (Moscow Government).

Stamp Issuing Period: 1868-1913.
Chuchin asserts the post was suppressed
in 1905, but Schmidt lists two printings of a 1910-13 issue.
Bronnitsy lies in the
south east section of the Moscow government, about 40 miles southeast of the capital.
It is on the Moskva river and on the Moscow-Ryazan railroad.
Its population in 1910
was about 3,800.
The principal occupation of the people of the area is agr:-iculture.
There are dairy farms and farms for the raising of potatoes and corn with some truck
gardening,
Its crops are raised for sale in the city of Moscow.
Stamps: Bronnitsy had five issues of stamps, including
All were of somewhat similar
Schmidt but unmentioned by Chuchin.
around a large '5' and a small 'k' in an oval, the figure standing
kopecks.
The first two issues were in solid red, but bi-coloured
introduced in 1893.
They were in blue and rose or red.

the one noted by
design, centring
for the value in
stamps were

Bronnitsy also issued stamped envelopes in 1868 and 1876 of the same design
as the adhesives of those years.
Dmitrov (Moscow Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1874.
The post was suppressed in 1878.
Dmitrov
lies 50 miles north of the city of Moscow in the northern section of the government. It
is on the railroad and the highway that leads from Moscow to Kaschin and Kholm.
The
raising of gr:-ain was the principal occupation of its 3,500 people which was its estimatad
population in 1873,
Stamps: Dmitrov issued one set of postage stamps and one of postage due stanps
both of 3 kopecks value, during its four year period of zernstvo postal activity.
The
postage stamp was lozenge shaped; the postage due stamp was rectangular.
Both had the
same coat of arms in the centre of their designs, showing a figure of St.George astride
a horse, facing left, in the upper half of the shield and four small crowns in the lower
half.
A large crown surmounted the shield.
Colours were red and gr:-een shades in the
postage stamp and gr:-een and dark brown in the postage due stamp.
Both were lithogr:-aphad
on white wove paper,
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kolomna (Moscow Government)

Stamp Issuing Period: 1871-1916.
Kolorana is located in the extreme south eastern section of the Government,
72 miles southeast of Moscow at the confluence of the southerly-flowing Moskva river
and the easterly-flowing Kolemenka river.
During the early 19th. Century, Kolomna
developed as a centre for the manufacturing of silk goods, rope, leather goods, cotton,
and wagons.
When the railway system was developed in the latter part of that century,
Kolomna acquired a locomotive-building factory.
It is located on the Moscow-Ryazan
line.
It carries on an active trade in grain, tallow, salt, skins and timber.
Kolomna's population in 1897 was 20,970.
Historically, Kolomna is an old community.
It was mentioned in the .Annals of
1177 and until the 14th. Century was the capital of the Ryazan principality.
During
the 13th. Century it was pillaged four times by the Tatars.
Several old churches, old
dating back to the 14th. Century, exist in the city.
During the 17th. Century, Kolomna
was damaged during the wars of that era, but it always regained its commercial
importance.
Stamps:
Kolomna issued eleven major varieties of postage stamps and ten of
postage due stamps.
All except four of the latter were characterised by a coat of arms
upright
column
( a play on the Russian word for column, as in a military
showin~ an
colwnn), flanked by two six-pointed stars and supporting a crown.
The four exceptions
are square in format and they featured large figures of value in the centre of the
designs.
The zemstvo postage stamp of 1892, except for the coat of arms, resembles
that of Kologriv's issue of four years earlier.
Colours used on Kolomna's stamps
included red, blue, orange and green.
Values werG 1, 2, 3, and 5 kopecks.

Podolsk (Moscow Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1871-1895.
The post W,ts suppressed 1st. January 1896.
Podolsk is situated in the south central portion of the Moscow Government, 26 miles
south of the city of Moscow.
It is built on the hilly banks of the small easterlyflowing Pakhra river across which were flung two bridges, one for the carriage and sled
trade and the other for the Moscow-Tula-Orel rail way.
There are limestone deposits
nearby and the city had cement, lime and brick factories, as well as a paper mill.
Podolsk is one of the few cities which showed a marked decline in population

in the late 19th. Century.
It dropped from 11,000 in 1881 to 3,808 in 1897, due to
the advent of the railway system which largely replaced caravans and sledges as means
of travel.
Travellers using the latter had been accustomed to making Podolsk a
stopping place on the first day out of Moscow and much of its population was engaged in
innkeeping and supplying the travellers with necessities.

Stamps:
Podolsk emitted nine issues of stamps (one in ten printings),
all of a similar design showing crossed sledgehammers in an oval bearing an inscription
and with the figure "5" in each corner.
All Podolsk stamps were of that value and all
appeared in single shades of green except for the two printings of the final issue in
which the inscription appeared in shades of brown.
All were lithographed on white wove
paper.
There were differences in the sizes, varying from 21 by 28 mm. to 18 by 23½ mm.

NIZHNI-NOVGOROD GOVERNJ@lT

-----------------·--

--,I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I

l. Nizhni-Novgorod

2. Ardatov
3. Arzamas
4. Vasilsursk
5. Semenov
6. Balakhna
7. Yadrin
8. Makariev
9. Kbyaginin
10. Sergatchi
ll. Gorbatov
12. Pavlovo
13. Lukoyana

I
I

J
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There were three zerr,stvo-issuing cities in Nizhni-Novgorod Government:
Ardatov, Arza.rr.as and Vasilsursk.
Period of zemstvo activity within government: 1871-1911.
Nizhni-Novgorod is a government of central Russia bounded by those of
Kostroma, Vyatka, Kazan, Simbirsk, Penza, Tambov and Vladimir.
Two-thirds of its area
lies south of the Volga.
Due to its river system with the Oka flowing into the Volga
from the south, the Vetluga from the north in the eastern section, much of the
government's activity hinges on river transportation and ship-building.
Area: 19,792 square miles.
1,602,292; in 1906 - 1,823,600.

Population: In 1880 - 1,376,000; in 1897 -

Some 53 per cent of the government's land was under cultivation for wheat,
rye, oats, barley, peas, potatoes and some truck gardening.
Particularly fertile black
earth charaterises the south eastern section, but still there were years when the crops
were insufficient and some 100,000 peasants would leave their villages to find work in
the neighbouring governments.
At the turn of the century there were about 280 small
factories in the whole government.
In the villages, there were many domestic trades
practiced, such as the making of felt, woollens, cutlery and woodenware.
The great annual fairs (July 29 - Sept.10) at the capital city of NizhniNovgorod contributed much to the government's economy.
Due to the efforts of the
zemstvo councils, education was being extended and better farming methods were being
introduced.
Historically, the people in the area of the confluence of the Oka and the
Volga held their independence until 1390 when Prince Vasili of !'1oscow and Toktamish,
Khan of the Golden Horde of the Mongols, seized.
It was annexed to Moscow and repelled
the Tatars in 1513, 1520 and 1536.
In the 17th. Century, the area was the scene of
great religious agitation.
Principal cities other than those which issued zemstvos included NizhniNovgorod the capital, Semenov, Balakhna, Yadrin, Makaryev, Khyaginin, Sergachi, Pavlovo,
Gorbatov and Lukoyana.
Ardatov (Nizhni-Novgorod Government)

Stamp Issuing Period: 1878 - 1916.
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Ardatov lies in the south west section of its government close to the
boundary with Ryazan.
The city is on the south bank of the westerly flowing Tescha
river, about 85 miles south west of the capital city of Hizhni-Novgorod.
It is linked
by roads with Murom, 50 miles to the west; Arzamas, 40 miles east, and Kad.om, 45 miles
south.
The soil in this sector is sandy and principal crops are flax and some grain.
As an industrial occupation, nearby limestone quarries were worked.
The population
of Ardatov in 1900 was about 4,000.
(Note - There is also an Ardatov in the adjoining government of Simbirsk).
Sta~ps: Ardatov emitted 21 issues of stamps, appearing in nine principal.
designs.
One of these designs, appearing in the printings of 1902, 1904 and 1914-1916,
was a "key plate" design prepared and executed by the State Printing Office at St.
Petersburg.
There were five such designs in all prepared there and with changes in
inscriptions and coat of arms designs orders for stamps from various zemstvo posts
throughout the Empire could be readily filled.
The illustration of an antlered deer above a crossed sledgehammer and
pickaxe appeare::d on the first five .Ardatov issues, including its St.Petersburg design.
Subsequent issues were without illustrations, being limited to type-set designs around
the word "MAPKA" (Stomp).
Early Ardatov stamps appeared in solid colours of red, blue,
orange and gre:en on white paper, but after 1904 when .Ardatov resumed printing its own
stamps black ink and coloured papers were used.
Values were 3 and 5 kopecks.
Arzamas (Nizhni-Novgorod Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1874-1905.
Arzamas is situated in the south central section of Nizhni-Novgorod
Government on the Tescha river at its junction with the Arsha.
It is linked by rail
with the capital city, 76 miles to the north, ruid by road with Ardatov, 40 miles west,
and Alatyr, 120 miles east.
The city, which had a population of 10,591 in 1897, was an important trade
centre with tanneries and oil, flour, tallow, dye, soap, ond iron works.
Its people
were noted for the furs and leather goods they produced.
Stamps: Arzamas had sE:ven principal issues of stamps, appearing in three
chief designs, all of which featured an antlered deer (like that on the Ardatov stamps)
in the upper half of the ovcl.
The lower half of the oval showed a "V" and an inverted
"V" matching points.
The first issue of .llt'zamas was for 3 kopecks, but all subsequent
ones were for 5 kopecks.
Colours used were indigo, red, lilac, brown-purple and green.
Arzemas' issue of 1899 was the first of fiv•3 basic "key plate" designs, availabl0 with
slight changes to other zemstvo postal sdvices, executed by the State Printing Office
ut St.Petersburg.
VasilsursK (Nizhni-Novgorod Government).
Stamp Issuing Period: 1871-1878.
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The post was suppressed in 1881.
Vasilsursk is in the north east section of its government on the Volga
river where the Sura flows -into it from the south.
It is a trading c~ntre and stopping
place for the riverboats, some of which were mude here.
It is linked by road aud one
of the earliest installed telegraph lines with the capital city of Nizhni-Novgorod, 45
miles wost.
Vasilsursk had a population in 1873 of about 3,500.
The city gets its name from the grand prince, Vussily Ivanovitch, who
founded it in 1583.
In the early 17th. Century it wus the capital of the government
but later the seat passed to Makm-3 ev and in 18i7 to Nizhni-Novgorod.
Stamps: The city had but two issues of stamps, one embossed on white and
on yellowish paper.
The other, of like design, wcs hand.stamped in black or greenish blue.
Both were circular, showing the framework of the prow of a river boat.
All its stamps
were of 5 kopecks value.
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SOVIET

STAMP

CATALOGUES
by James Negus

!-------------------------------------:----------'
Following my translation from the 1955 Soviet Catalogue, coveri~ listed
varieti_,s for the period 1950-54 (see Journal No.23, March 1958, pp.742-745), I received
some useful notes about Soviet catalogues in general from a correspondent.
The
following remarks are based on those notes.
Catalogues of Russian postage stamps were printed in the
1933, 1948, 1951, and 1955.

u.s.s.R.

in 1927,

The 121. catalogue included stamps of the Empire and territories, possessions
in the Near, Middle, and Far East, and stomps issued by the provisional governments of
1917-22 following the break-up of the Tsarist regime.
The catalogue listed all stamps
issued between 1858 and 1926, indicating errors of colour and printing, differences in
papers, watermarks, and perforation.
Imperforate errors were also included.
The ml catalogue omitted pre-revolutionary issues and covered stamps
issued between 1917 and 1932 only.
The next catalogue was published i n ~ .
It included some perforation
varieties of the 1923-24 "Small Heads" definitives, which had not appeared in the
previous catalogues.
These were the perforated litho stamps:
lk., 3k., 20k., end
lr. perf.14; 3k., 4k., and lr. perf.12.
According to former catalogues these stamps
With their listing in the 1948 catalogue, a large
were only issued imperforate.
number of these stamps appeared from Leningrad.
A new catalogue crune out in 1221, with the stamps classified under a new
numbering system.
This catnlogue omitted all errors and varieties, and covered the
strunps of 1921 to 1950 only.
The 1955 Catalogue
The latest catalogue, Pochtovie Marki SSSR, is a 480-page book published in
~ . It is well produced and fully illustrated and covers the stamps from 1921 (RSFSR
Agriculture and Industry set) to December 1954 (Rubinstein co~.memorative) under 1838
The month and year of issue of each set is given, together with details
main numbers.
of designer, methods of printing, paper, and perforations.
Varieties appear under
"a" numbers.
Miniature sheets are listed and everything is priced, mint end used.
A number of appendixes to the main catalogue are incorporated: explanations of printing,
paper and perforation; thematic lists - 34 topics of interest to collectors, with lists
of relevant strunps from the c~talogue; sizes of sheets of all issues; mid, finally,
analytical tables for all the definitive issues, bringing together stamps scattered
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throughout the book in an orderly classification according to printing method and
perforation.
Several supplements havo since appeared, so as to bring the 1955 catelogue
up to date:
1~ Pochtovie Marki SSSR, Vipushchennio v 1955 godu (Issues for 1955): a four paged
unillustrated list of the stamps, Nos.1839-1893, that had appeared in 1955.
2. This was superseded by Pochtovie Marki SSSR 1955-1956, a 72-page continuation of
This covered stanps issued
the main work, in the some format and style.
It keeps the appendixes
to December 1956, r eaching catalogue No.2011.
(thematic lists; sheet sizes) up to date for 1955-56 and gives a short list
of corrections to the ma.in work.
3. Another 8-page leaflet, Pochtovie Marki SSSR (Vipuski 1957 eoda) is a simple
unillustrated list of sets issued during 1957, covering stamps Nos. 2012(Like the leaflet for 1955 it is presUJ1ably a convenient temporary
2154.
list which will in tim~ be superseded by another catalogue supplement).
The edition o~ the 1955 catalogue and its various supplements has been small
It has been eagerly
(only 20,000 copies) and it has been scarce, even in Russia.
through. (N.B.
trickled
have
copies
two
or
one
and
sought after by Western collectors
B.S.R.P.Library).
the
to
member
a
by
A copy was donated
Critique of the 1955 Catalogue
Study of the 1955 Cutalogue soon persuaded me that it contained much
information previously unknown to us and which conflicted with our standard reference,
The dates of issue occasionally differed; printing processes
the S.G. catalogue.
were more accurately defined*; sheet sizes wore given, us were names of designers end
artists; the nomes and initials of people conrnernorated corrected with occasional
Moat important, mruzy varieties were
inconsistent and faulty transliterations in S. G.
listed, which do not appear in S.G.
I made a small start in co:mr~unicating this new data by translating parts of
I w,;3 later told that this was perhaps 11 little
the 1950-54 section for the Journal.
unwise, beccuse the authenticity of the listings was open to doubt in somG instances.
Before beginning
This seemed a rather peculiar view to me, I nust say.
discussion on whether varieties do, or do not, exist, I think we nust at least have
Since most members do not
the basic docUJ!lent to hnnd, erroneous though it may bo.
possess the 1955 catalogue, it struck me as useful to diffuse its contents by publishing
This I did, ond now we all know ex:ictly what we are discussing
a paper in the Journal.
surely!

any

*The printing of Soviet stamps fron about 1940 is, I think, a ~ntter of
It is evident that several
some moment and one which has been virtually neglected.
reproductions, but no
•multicoloured
achieving
in
developed
been
have
techniques
new
An enquiry to Moscow
technical data has ever appel:'.l'ed in the philatelic press.
produced no answer.
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I asked my correspondent for specific details of mistakes in the 1955
catalogue and he very kindly sent me the following notes:
(a) RSFSR Dec.l 22 definitives.
The stamp listed as Sov.82a is the ?Or.
error of colour orange instead of purple and imperforate. (N.B. Only the perforated
error of colour is listed in S.G., as No.310a).
This imperforate variety is a freak:
several imperforate sheets have been on sale at the Moscow philatelic shop at the same
price as the perforated variety.
In the 1955 catalogue the imperforate ?Or. orange is
priced at lOr., much higher than the perforated at 2.50r.
(Since the error of colour
arose from the presence of a 70r. cliche in some printings of the lOOr., I take it that
in referring to "sheets" of the imperforate variety, my correspondent means lOOr. sheets
with one wrong cliche of 70r., not sheets of 70r. printed in the wrong colour and
without perforation.)
(b) July 1926 Esperanto Congress.
Sov.292A and 293A are the ?k. and 14k.
Esperanto Congress with perf.11½ instead of 12 x 12½ (S.G.471-472).
These do not
exist perf. ll·h
(c) April 1940 Icebreaker Sedov.
Sov.774 (s.G.901) is the lr. perf. 12½ ·
(as against 12 x 12} for the other three values of this set). Perf.12½ does not exist.
(d) April 1922 Rostov-on-Don Ch&rities

(S.G.261-264) are omitted from the

catalogue.
(e) April 1933 Ethnographical Series.
The 7k. (s.G.614) depicting the
Crimean Tartars, has been deleted from the catalogue for political reasons.
(f) August 1936 Dobroliubov.
This 10k. stamp (s.G.727) is omitted, owing
to the error in reversing Dobroliubov's initiuls in the design (A.N. for N.A.).
This
stamp is known used on cover and an interesting variety is a ·stroke joining 11 3" and 11 6 11
in the date beneath the prtrait.
It is also fcund with a watermarked figure "l" in the
sheet margins (scarce).
(g) November 1
Teheran C~nference and June 1944 Allied Nations Day.
These designs (s.G.1035-1036; 1066-1067, emphasising the unity· between the u.s.s.R.,
U.S.A., and Great Britain, have been struck out of the catalogue and withdrawn from
circulation, owing to the political situation.
(h) October 1943 Turgenev.
This set (S.G.1029a-1030) has been omitted
since an error occurs in the quotation printed beneath the portrait.
All these deleted issues were originally regularly on sale and many
examples exist on cover.

(i) Reissues.
In some cases, stamps have become sold out and reissues
have been made several years later.
Such reissues are not mentioned in the catalogue.
Stamps known to have beenreissued include:-
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Original

Reissued

Dec.1947

1954

S.G.

Soviet

800 years of Moscow, miniature
sheet of 4 x 3r.

As 1299

1262

Lept.1949

?

Pavlov centenary, 40k. and lr.

1521-22

1472-73

Oct.1949

?

Nikitin, 40k. and lr.

1532-33

1478-79

(ict.1950

?

Frunze, 40k. and lr.

1649-50

1604-05

l:ay 1951

1957

Bolshoi Theatre, 40k. and lr.

1692-93

1651-52

Aug.1951

1955-56

Kalinin, lr.

1704

1665

Aug.1951

1958

Tsiolkovski, 40k.

1715

1678

Mar.1952

1958

Gogol, 40k., 60k., and lr.

1754-56

1713-15

Dec.1956

1958

Lomonosov, 40k.

2040

2005

Dec.1956

1958

Gorki, 40k.

2041

2008

A1212cndix:

Catalom!e S12ecial de Timbres-Poste

A specialised catalogue of the u.s.s.R., puolished in France in 1956, has
received scant attention and this may be a convenient opportunity to describe it.
It is the Catalogue Special de Timbres-Poste, Empire Russe et Union Sovietique
It consists of 126 pages
1956, published by the Cercle Philatelique France-URSS, Paris.
January 1956• .Air stamps
to
up
USSR
and
REESR,
Proper,
End covers all issues of the Empire
pages of general
several
contains
catalogue
the
and
section
separate
a
r·re given in
numbering is
catalogue
same
The
USSR.
the
and
language
Russian
the
about
information
used as in Yvert (and the order is therefore not strictly chronological in some places).
The value of this French catalogue is that it is based on the Soviet one no doubt the 1955 edition - although it does not exclude any of the stamps mentioned in
It gives full details of perforation varieties and many interesting
(d) to (A) above.
Designers' names are also listed but details of sheet sizes have not been
footnotes.
reproduced from the Soviet catalogue.
As French is a much more tractable language for many than Russian this

However, it
catalogue is of the greatest utility to a specialist in Soviet issues.
Sovietigue,
Timbre
Le
periodical,
irregular
the
and
print
of
out
E.ppears already to be
:published by the Cercle has not been seen by this writer since February 1957 and has
therefore presumably ceased publication.
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Addendum:

The 1958 Soviet Catalogue

Almost immediately after writing the above article I was delighted to receive
This is the 12ill, edition of Pochtovie Marki SSSR and is
the latest Soviet catalogue.
There are now 620 pp. and the
P.n enlarged and improved version of the 1955 edition.
There is already the customary
numbers).
main
(2154
1957
December
to
listing extends
Pochtovei
t-iupplement - an unillustrated leaflet giving a simple list of 1958 issues:
This is of 12 pp. and covers stamps Nos.2155-2307.
larki SSSR, Vipuski 1958 gode.
'J•he edition of the main work appears to be 25,000 copies.
It is evident that it has been carefully revised and some of my correspondent's
Taking them in turn:
criticisms are already obsolete.
The imperforate 70r., error of colour,
(a). RESSR Dec.l 22 Definitives.
is still listed although its catalogue number is now Sov.82b). The prices are also
unchanged.
(b) - (d).
No change.
(e) - (h). All these hitherto deleted items are now restored to the
catalogue, as follows:

7k. Ethnographical as Sov.0459 VIII
Apr. 1933.
Aug.1936 Lok. Dobroliubov as Sov.0576 IX (perf.11) and 0576 DCB (perf.14)
~ fwo footnotes appear explaining the error in initials and
mentioning the watermark "l".
Nov.1943. Teheran Conference as Sov.(0917) XII - (0917) XIII.
June 1944 Allied Nations as Sov.(0943) XIV - (0943) XY
Oct.1943 Turgenev as Sov.(0912) X - (0912) XI.
A

(i)

Reissues

footnote explains the error in quotation.
I cannot see mry specific reference to reissues.
J.N.

~JIB
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RUSSIA!-l' . POOT O??IC.SS r:r Cnr:~A

1899 - 1901- issue U3~D
U• S • S. rt• - 1924,

1-rouble

horizontally laid
p3.per•.

"LCHTITGRAD FLOOD" is sue •
Used or on cover.

For rale, or in exchan~e for British Colonials:-

u.s.s.R.

covers 1858 - 60 issues with speci~l
e~ncellations ( sports events, exhibitions,fli~hts,etc).

VSBVCLOD POPOV. ~9 FIRST AVZNUE, 1'!YACK". ?T. ~:.

Up t.0 '3
If

¾t.h

II

lines

7 lini:;s

D:,.-:rc

3/6d

50 cents

7/-

n.oo

10/6

t1.50

and pro rata.

